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Catalogue of a Remarkable Collection of Books in
Magnificent Modern Bindings, Formed by an Amateur
(recently Deceased) 1897 here is a lively study of
marriage and the family during the reformation
primarily in gemany and switzerland that dispels the
commonly held notion of fathers as tyrannical and
families as loveless did husbands and wives love one
another in reformation europe did the home and family
life matter to most people in this wide ranging work
steven ozment has gathered the answers of
contemporaries to these questions his subject is the
patriarchal family in germany and switzerland primarily
among protestants but unlike modern scholars from
philippe arics to lawrence stone ozment finds the
fathers of early modern europe sympathetic and even
admirable they were not domineering or loveless men nor
were their homes the training ground for passive
citizenry in an age of political absolutism from
prenatal care to graveside grief they expressed deep
love for their wives and children rather than a place
where women and children were bullied by male
chauvinists the protestant home was the center of a
domestic reform movement against renaissance
antifeminism and was an attempt to resolve the crises
of family life demanding proper marriages for all women
martin luther and his followers suppressed convents and
cloisters as the chief institutions of womankind s
sexual repression cultural deprivation and male
clerical domination consent companionship and mutual
respect became the watchwords of marriage and because
they did genuine divorce and remarriage became possible
among christians for the first time this graceful book
restores humanity to the reformation family and to
family history
Book-prices Current 1898 susannah misselthwaite was
gazing up at the brightness of the blue sky when the
deer leapt in front of the car she never knew what
happened her husband guy professor of botany hides from



his grief in his greenhouse without susannah everything
is lost meanwhile little felix pores over photographs
of his mother who is slipping from his memory more each
day happiest sitting in the branches of a tree in the
university s botanical garden away from the emptiness
of home he presides over the dreams and dramas of those
who pass beneath him teachers and students young and
old happy sad or filled with longing all find sanctuary
and space for contemplation in this few square feet of
soil
Book-prices Current 1898 books have long been objects
of beauty for many centuries and in societies across
the world bookmakers have lavished great care on the
paper binding materials and illustrations that surround
the words on a page as well as on the lettering or type
in which those words appear this volume featuring an
array of beautiful books from the british library s
collection focuses on the sensory experience of holding
these objects in your hands each book represents a
specific moment in the development of the object from
scrolls and bound illuminated manuscripts to paperbacks
and formatted digital information the books range from
the seventh century to the present and include examples
from china japan southeast asia and the middle east as
well as europe and north america with separate features
on book traditions in africa and oceania expert
curators and other specialists explore these books from
the perspective of design and manufacturing with
original art photographs that zero in on their texture
and materials as well as graphics that detail their
size number of folios and other specifications offering
a wide ranging look at the creation and use of books
this volume is itself an object of beauty
When Fathers Ruled 2009-07-01 this lined blank notebook
by all about me is customizable for you and your life
this notebook awaits you use it as a journal to record
hopes and dreams express gratitude to keep a bucket
list as a daily diary for recipes or for your to do



lists the possibilities are endless perfect to use for
any kind of journaling organizing daily activities
taking notes making lists recipes free hand creativity
sketching drawling and doodling there are as many
possibilities as your imagination allows portable size
book is 6 x 9 soft cover interior paper style lined 110
white pages 55 sheets we hope you enjoy our uniquely
designed journals and other blank books discover our
ever growing line of designs and interior styles by
clicking on our name all about me above
Morton's Lincolnshire [afterw.] Morton's sixpenny
almanack and diary (with Compendium). 1879 in this game
changing revisionist history a leading scholar of the
renaissance shows how four powerful women redefined the
culture of european monarchy in the glorious sixteenth
century the sixteenth century in europe was a time of
chronic destabilization in which institutions of
traditional authority were challenged and religious
wars seemed unending yet it also witnessed the
remarkable flowering of a pacifist culture cultivated
by a cohort of extraordinary women rulers most notably
mary tudor elizabeth i mary queen of scots and
catherine de medici whose lives were intertwined not
only by blood and marriage but by a shared recognition
that their premier places in the world of just a few
dozen european monarchs required them to bond together
as women against the forces seeking to destroy them if
not the foundations of monarchy itself recasting the
complex relationships among these four queens maureen
quilligan a leading scholar of the renaissance rewrites
centuries of historical analysis that sought to depict
their governments as riven by personal jealousies and
petty revenges instead when women ruled the world shows
how these regents carefully engendered a culture of
mutual respect focusing on the gift giving by which
they aimed to ensure ties of friendship and alliance as
quilligan demonstrates gifts were no mere signals of
affection but inalienable possessions often handed down



through generations that served as agents in the
creation of a steep social hierarchy that allowed women
to assume political authority beyond the confines of
their gender with brilliant panache amanda foreman
quilligan reveals how eleven year old elizabeth i s
gift of a handmade book to her stepmother katherine
parr helped facilitate peace within the tumultuous
tudor dynasty and how catherine de medici s gift of the
valois tapestries to her granddaughter the soon to be
grand duchess of tuscany both solidified and enhanced
the medici family s prestige quilligan even uncovers a
book of poetry given to elizabeth i by catherine de
medici as a warning against the concerted attack
launched by her closest counselor william cecil on the
divine right of kings an attack that ultimately
resulted in the execution of her sister mary queen of
scots beyond gifts when women ruled the world delves
into the connections the regents created among
themselves connections that historians have long
considered beneath notice like fellow soldiers in a
sororal troop quilligan writes these women protected
and aided each other aware of the leveling patriarchal
power of the reformation they consolidated forces
governing as sisters within a royal family that
exercised power by virtue of inherited right the very
right that protestantism rejected as a basis for rule
vibrantly chronicling the artistic creativity and
political ingenuity that flourished in the pockets of
peace created by these four queens quilligan s lavishly
illustrated work offers a new perspective on the
glorious sixteenth century and crucially the women who
helped create it
A Bit of Earth 2012-09-13 college ruled color paperback
size 6 inches x 9 inches 55 sheets 110 pages for
writing white black red and orange 157750240637
The Book by Design 2023 a hilarious mega bestseller
from the emmy winning oscar hosting daily show
anchoring jon stewart that finally answers the question



what is american democracy jon stewart host of the emmy
and peabody award winning the daily show and his
coterie of patriots deliver a hilarious look at
american government termed a political king maker by
newsweek and the dan rather of infotainment by vanity
fair jon stewart along with the writers of the daily
show combines his riotous wit and razor sharp insight
in this hilarious book american style democracy is the
world s most beloved form of government which explains
why so many other nations are eager for us to impose it
on them but what is it exactly in america the book jon
stewart and the daily show writing staff offer their
insights into our unique system of government
dissecting its institutions explaining its history and
processes and exploring the reasons why concepts like
one man one vote government by the people and every
vote counts have become such popular urban myths
The American Bookseller 1882 this volume provides a
thorough introduction to the cyrillic collection and
contains the detailed descriptions of the fifty six
slavonic cyrillic codices or fragments thereof held by
the national széchényi library in budapest the vast
majority of which are here described for the first time
the analysis of the codices has been done using the
resources of modern technology written from the
thirteenth to early nineteenth century the codices were
mostly produced within the confines of the historical
kingdom of hungary the catalogue is extensively
illustrated with pictures of the most characteristic
and decorative pages and a few covers of the codices
this publication is a further step towards the complete
documentation of the cyrillic manuscript heritage of
central europe
Heritage Rare Books & Manuscripts Auction Final Session
# 683 2006 this original short story tells the tale of
how a girl named mallow defeated king goldmouth with
the help of the red wind mr map and many fairyland
friends new and old from catherynne m valente author of



the children s fantasy sensation the girl who
circumnavigated fairyland in a ship of her own making
at the publisher s request this title is being sold
without digital rights management software drm applied
Archipel 2019-03-27 college ruled color paperback size
6 inches x 9 inches 55 sheets 110 pages for writing
black red white cage 158138878146
Black. Red.: College Ruled Notebook: Color Block
2021-10-12 the irish writer and nobel prize winner
samuel beckett assembled for himself a history of
western philosophy during the 1930s just at the point
at which his first novel murphy was coming together the
philosophy notes together with related notes taken at
that time about st augustine thereafter provided
beckett with a store of knowledge but also with phrases
and images which he took up in the major work that won
him international and enduring fame from the dramas
waiting for godot and endgame through to the late prose
works worstward ho and stirrings still this edition
presents for the first time beckett s full philosophy
notes which constitute his most extensive unpublished
text the notes display beckett s own interests and
emphases within the history of western philosophy from
the pre socratic greeks onwards together with more
familiar figures in the study of his work such as
descartes leibnitz and geulincx here we see beckett s
original thoughts on all of these figures for the first
time the notes also tellingly and often comically
display beckett s impatience with many aspects of
philosophy such as its anthropological or
anthropomorphic bias or the idealism of the
enlightenment and kant the edition contains an
extensive introduction outlining the origin of beckett
s notes his major sources and approach to them the
historical context for his view of philosophy and the
significance of beckett s philosophy notes within his
mature writings the many footnotes then suggest ways in
which particular aspects of the philosophy narrated



here by beckett suggest fresh insights into those later
writings the images but also the creative impulses
behind some of his most famous texts this edition
further raises larger questions about and perspectives
upon the relation between philosophy and literature in
the twentieth century and beyond
When Women Ruled the World: Making the Renaissance in
Europe 2019-12-29 here adequately presented for the
first time in english is the fascinating story of a
splendid culture that flourished thirty five hundred
years ago in the empire on the nile kings and conquests
gods and heroes beautiful art sculpture poetry
architecture significant archeological discoveries are
constantly being made in egypt in this revision
professor steele has rewritten whole chapters on the
basis of these new finds and offers several new
conclusions to age old problems
Notebook 2014-02-25 the 1 new york times bestseller
that sparked international dialogue is now a book for
young adults based on the adult bestseller by ibram x
kendi and co authored by bestselling author nic stone
how to be a young antiracist will serve as a guide for
teens seeking a way forward in acknowledging
identifying and dismantling racism and injustice the
new york times bestseller how to be an antiracist by
ibram x kendi is shaping the way a generation thinks
about race and racism how to be a young antiracist is a
dynamic reframing of the concepts shared in the adult
book with young adulthood front and center aimed at
readers 12 and up and co authored by award winning
children s book author nic stone how to be a young
antiracist empowers teen readers to help create a more
just society antiracism is a journey and now young
adults will have a map to carve their own path kendi
and stone have revised this work to provide anecdotes
and data that speaks directly to the experiences and
concerns of younger readers encouraging them to think
critically and build a more equitable world in doing so



THE DAILY SHOW WITH JON STEWART PRESENTS AMERICA (THE
BOOK) 1984 this book is just the beginning it is based
on a time when i used my life experiences to help a
young man try to avoid making some of the life altering
mistakes that i d made it s the first of a series of
books that will cover some of the lessons i ve learned
and taught real life experiences everything from
bulling and gangbanging to drug dealing and stripping
from prison and hauntings to calling on god to deliver
me from it all
Oriental Manuscripts, Miniatures and Works of Art
2007-04-20 born within and against the violence of
european colonial conquest anthropology has aspired to
understand the diversity of human experience in ethical
and transformative ways the new invitation to
anthropology is a fresh and accessible text that takes
students to the heart of the discipline and reveals the
ongoing relevance of anthropology today the new
invitation to anthropology fifth edition has an
intimate touch that invites students in and helps them
understand the historical roots of anthropology and its
connection to recent social and political issues part i
covers the history of the discipline the emergence of
the concept of culture and ethnographic field methods
in relation to european imperialism and discourses on
race part ii illustrates how the concept of culture
shaped specific domains of anthropological study
including ecological adaptation social class gender
family marriage religion and medicine as a timely and
engaging non textbook the new invitation to
anthropology explores anthropological perspectives on
real world problems helping students think like
anthropologists and become better citizens of the world
new to this edition significantly revised chapter 1 the
origins of north american anthropology demonstrates how
modern anthropology emerged out of 19th century
theories of race and social evolutionism and develops
critical understandings of modern forms of racism new



sections on social class and globalization in chapter 4
offer insights into the complexities of modern global
problems like climate change new elaborations of
intersectionality in chapter 5 sex gender and
inequality reinforces discussions of gender based
inequality chapter 7 on religious experience now
incorporates healing and medicine to expand a framework
of studying belief and experience
Catalogue of the Slavonic Cyrillic Manuscripts of the
National Szechenyi Library 2011-07-27 life magazine is
the treasured photographic magazine that chronicled the
20th century it now lives on at life com the largest
most amazing collection of professional photography on
the internet users can browse search and view photos of
today s people and events they have free access to
share print and post images for personal use
The Girl Who Ruled Fairyland--For a Little While
1984-02 college ruled color paperback size 6 inches x 9
inches 55 sheets 110 pages for writing black red white
cage 158138878121
Catalogues of Sales 2020-02-14 reprint of the original
first published in 1874 the publishing house anatiposi
publishes historical books as reprints due to their age
these books may have missing pages or inferior quality
our aim is to preserve these books and make them
available to the public so that they do not get lost
Notebook 1841 the kindergarten guide is divided into
two volumes this first volume covers froebel s gifts
while the second volume discusses the occupational
materials cover
Reports of Cases Argued and Ruled at Nisi Prius, in the
Courts of King's Bench & Common Pleas, and on the
Circuit: from the Sittings in Michaelmas Term, 1823, to
[Easter Term, 4 Vict. 1841] ... 2023-08-25 the year is
1597 for nearly a decade the island of britain has been
under the rule of king philip in the name of spain the
citizenry live under an enforced curfew and in fear of
the inquisition s agents who put heretics to the torch



in public displays and with queen elizabeth imprisoned
in the tower of london the british have no one to unite
them against the enemy who occupies their land william
shakespeare has no interest in politics his passion is
the theatre where his words bring laughter and tears to
a populace afraid to speak out against the tyranny of
the spanish crown but now shakespeare is given an
opportunity to pen his greatest work a drama that will
incite the people of britain to rise against their
persecutors and change the course of history
Samuel Beckett's 'Philosophy Notes' 1757
The first volume, for the year 1757, of a catalogue of
the libraries of many eminent persons, lately deceas'd.
Which will continue selling to 1st Jan. 1758, at T.
Osborne's and J. Shipton's 1987-05-24
Catalogues of Sales 1987
Fine Oriental Manuscripts and Miniatures 1911
Memoirs of the Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum of
Polynesian Ethnology and Natural History 1911
Ka Hana Kapa 2014-12-10
When Egypt Ruled the East 2023-01-31
When Women Ruled the Pacific 1995
How to Be a (Young) Antiracist 2023-01-03
Islamic and Indian Art, Oriental Manuscripts and
Miniatures 2023-10-09
When Knights Ruled the North 1889
The New Invitation to Anthropology 1913
Caxton head catalogues. No.186-1027 [with] Caxton head
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